and being on time so we can sing something about "birds in the wilderness"
and "frogs on a liLly pad." Now, I ask you, are these the actions of a sane man?
And that's not all-the neighbors are complaining that he flashes lights at the
stars, lies on the ground with a little stick and squints at trees. Every time he
wants peace and quiet, he raises three fingers in the air and when he needs
or, "check your resources."
something, he mumbles "see the friendly Q.M."
He insists on walking everywhere he goes; the other day he walked down the

street with me and every other step he would say 5, 10, 15, 20, etc. But the last
straw was when I had to fix dessert in an ugly black cast-iron pot. But it was
mighty good tastin'.
Please tell me, is this Scouting? Our boy is just turning eleven and I must know
before it is too late. I don't want my son to turn out like that leadership group
that I heard John talking about. And what does this "Wood PatchJshave to do
with it? It sure sounds nutty to me. Can you help us-we are so worried?

Anxiously yours,
Virginia

Virginia's Answer
My Dear Virginia:
I read your letter with mixed emotions; but, before I explain, I hasten to assure

you that John's insanity is temporary. The men who are permanently affected
are used as members of the Wood Badge staff later on. However, in some cases
recovery can be slow-and this may be true in John's case. I t must be a terrific
shock to a man's nervous system to change from drip to Bonner coffee.
But don't worry; there is an effective cure which I will explain to you shortly.
You have asked some rather searching questions in your outline of John's
symptoms. I feel I should try to answer and explain a few of his antics and
musings.

You wondered if SPL is a title or profanity. I'm sorry I cannot give you a definite
answer because it all depends on who is using it and under what conditions.
The "cuckoo" horn is actually a Kudu Horn. It is the horn taken from a Xudu,
a South African animal, and used by the natives for sending messages. Unfortunately, those charged with blowing it at the proper time generally produce
only weird honks that can easily be confused with a bellowing bull.
The strange names your husband keeps muttering are probably those of our
staff at Wood Badge. At first I was a little hurt that he hasn't mentioned my
name, but perhaps it is better that way. The poor animds he always seems to
be degrading are the names of other patrols in his Wood Badge course-but he
really loves them all very, very much.
There are a number of little things that can be done to help John snap out of
his strange malady. For instance, I am sending you a Troop 1 numeral. The
next time a bull bellows, just step up and present it to him, and I'm sure he will
immediately change clothes.
Also, humor him along and play the game with him. The next time you need
something from the grocery store, don't ask him to go buy it, just say, "John,
will you scrounge up a few eggs for me?" You will be delighted with the eager
glow on his face.
If you have a friend who is always making terrible puns, invite him over for a

meal and notice how tension eases. Another good stunt would be to set all the
clocks in the house at a different time. It will greatly add to his peace of mind.
And don't worry about "Foxity-Fox." It is no worse than "Beaverty-Beaver" or
"Owlity-Owl.' '
My suggestions may offer only temporary relief; however, there is a permanent
cure. You see, Virginia, the Wood Patch you spoke of is the Wood Badge. It is the
name of a very superlative International Scout Leaders Training program. Your
husband was privileged to attend the recent course at Bonner Scout Reservation.
Here he was associated with six of the finest men our country produces. They
were under the leadership of men who are not only skilled in all phases of the
program, but have devoted much of their Lives to Scouting.

The reason John has acted so strange is because he and other grown men have
for three weekends acted like ll, 12, 13, and 14-year old boys while they lived
the Scouting program. Only those who have lived it can grasp the deep significance of the Scouting program and what it can mean to a boy. Too, they are able
to understand how to make the program appeal to a boy. Your husband is one of
the privileged few who is so fully equipped to carry the torch of true Scouting in
America. You should be proud of John. 1 know you are. In fact, you would have
been thrilled to see him grow in stature and wisdom and to catch the spiritual
undertone as the 8 wonderful days unfolded.
There is only one real cure for John, but it will require a sacrifice on your part.
I am certain you will be happy and proud to make the sacrifice as you have
done so often in the past 10 years.
John has a destiny in youth and a career in humanics. Until he can pass it on
to others, he wiU continue to be a strange, unhappy creature. There are thousands of men willing and able to give real Scouting to the boys of our country.
John accepted the challenge as a quest. His "Holy Grail" is to train more and
more Scout leaders-that our country may continue to grow in strength, high
ideals and an abiding faith in God. His code is the Scout Oath and Law. H e is
prepared-and well prepared. With your help and encouragement, he wiU render
the highest service possible to his community and nation.
If you will help him to accomplish his destiny, you will find the greatest happi-

ness and pride you have ever known.
M a y I have the pleasure of hearing from you again a year from now?

Yours very sincerely,

Willie Long, Scoutmaster

Wood Badge SE-115-A
Boy Scouts of America

Bob Peters, Scoutmaster
Wood Badge SE-US-B
Boy Scouts of America

Gems of information that May Be
Used at Wood Badge Presentations
The Wood Badge is a sign that the wearer is
intent on continuing to fit himself for his work
a s a Scouter by every mcans possible.
John Thurman-Camp Chiej

The first course of what we now call Wood
Badge was held at Gilwell Park from Monday,
September 8, to Friday, September 19, 1919.
It was called simply Scout Officers' Paining
Course.
When the question arose of a special badge for
Scouters who had passed through this course.
the Chief Scout said: "Don't let us give them
any normal badge, just a bit of wood on a lace
which we will call the Wood Badge."
The opening ceremony of the Woodcraft 'Raining Grounds, Gilwell Park, Chingford, took
place on Saturday. July 25, 1919. Gilwell Park
is the gift of Mr. W. de Bois MacLaren, District
Commissioner for Rosneath, Dumbartonshire,
and will be used as a Scoutmasters' Baining
Centre and camping ground for Scouts. The
Chief Scout, having thanked Mr. MacLaren for
his generous gift, presented him with the order
of the "Silver Wolf."
Headquarters Gazette. August 1919

The first Scoutmasters' Course (Wood Badge) at
the Woodcraft 'Raining Centre . . . proved most
representative, as the twenty Scoutmasters
came from all parts of England and Wales, and
were of vastly different ages and professions.
E Cidney, Camp ChieJ October 1919

The second Wood Badge course was conducted
on four consecutive weekends at Gilwell during
April and May 1920. The third. fifth, sixth, and
seventh courses were full courses with the
fourth being another weekend during 1920.
By 1921 the duration of the course was reduced
to ten days beginning on a Monday and concluding on a Wednesday,

In 1919,just after the first course, the following
award system was announced:
One bead on Button-hole for passing the Theoretical and practical.
One bead on hat string and diploma for passing the Theoretical, practical and 18
months of practical results.
W o beads on hat string and diploma for passing with special qualifications for becoming
a Camp Chief.
Headquarters Gazette. November 1919

By 1921 the Gilwell scarf appeared and the first
ones were of the complete MacLaren tartan to
commemorate the man who gave Gilwell to
Scouting. This style of scarf was found to be too
expensive, so the present color of scarf with the
tartan (miniature)patch was adopted. The scarf
was intended a s a commissioner scarf and
would be worn by Scoutmasters only when they
were not representing or working with their
troops.
When B-Pwas wondering what form the badge
should take, he wanted to avoid anything conspicuous or showy. Among his trophies was a
curious necklace that had belonged to the Zulu
chief, Dinizulu. It consisted of unusuaIly
shaped beads made from wood, and was part of
a chiefs insignia. Here, decided B-P, was something unique; it had a touch of romance he
liked and it was simple, yet distinctive. At first
the badge was worn on the hat at the ends of
the cord, but this meant that the badge could
only be seen when the Scouter wore his hat. A
leather thong around the neck was substituted
and one bead a t each end of the thong formed
the Wood Badge. The name "wood" was suggested by the material of the beads, and also by
the "backwoodsmanship" that is the core of
Scout activities.
At first the original beads were used (the necklace was over 24 feet long and held about 2,000
beads), but it soon became obvious that the
supply would be quickly exhausted, so replicas
were made. Deputy Camp Chiefs and Akela
Leaders have four beads, two a t each end of the
thong.

cralt Series, then goes on to give a number ol
ways to make woggles. If you look at old photographs or Gidney, the first Camp Chief at Gilwell Park, you will see that he is always wearing
a Gilwell woggle. It would appear as if the Gilwell woggle was introduced about 1920. If ever
you have wondered where that far too easily
lost scarf-holding device came from. the most
likely answer is Gilwell Park-circa 1920.
Scouting. September I971

Every Scout is familiar with the Wood Badge
beads, and every Scout knows that B-P captured the original necklace from King Dinizulu.
but I wonder how many know why the king
wore this necklace. The African is very keen on
wearing ornaments, even in the present day, but
the king did not wear this special necklace as
an ornament.

The beads are called "Mpimpi," and are usually
strung on a piece of string or hide lace. The
beads are worn around any part of the body.
according to their special functions. In the case
of babies, Mpimpi is usually worn round the
waist or neck. When worn around the waist the
belief is that the baby's body will be strengthened, that he or she will grow up with a very
strong body. When worn around the neck or
wrists the baby will escape any epidemic or
infectious disease that is prevalent in the country, or in any other country in which the baby
happens to be traveling.

In the case or adults, when the beads are worn
around the wrists the owner expects the muscles of his hands to be strengthened. or if he
has a pain in his arms the pain will lessen. One
tribe near Biera, in Portuguese East Africa,
called the Acikunda, have a n interesting belief
in the Mpirnpi. They wear it around the wrist,
together with small white beads. They say that
if they are traveling through forest country in
danger of their lives from wild animals, they
rattle their Mpimpi and tame lions will come
and escort them on their journey.

Some Africans wear the beads when they are
summoned to appear in court. expecting to win
their case by so doing.
Well, after learning all this. I began to wonder if
King Dinizulu wore his necklace for any special
reason. I was chatting one day with a descendant of the Royal House of Kumalo, of which
Lobengula was a member. Lobengula was king
of the Matabele and a relation of King Dinizulu.
I learned that he also wore a necklace of Wood
Badge beads. so it is safe to say that Dinizulu
wore them for the same reason as did Lobengula. The necklace was called the "Isazonco of
the King," and only the king was allowed to
wear it. so that people would know that he was
the king and would respect him a s such, and
that when he visited other kingdoms they also
would know that h e was a great king and fear
him. So it might be called the king's badge of
office. It was known to be one of his great medicines-giving him power to rule wisely, to keep
his name all powerful, to give him honor and
faithful servitude from his council. So we see
that the beads of the Wood Badge, or rather the
beads of King Dinizulu, are not being misused-they still adorn leaders.
C.E Mdntyre. Southern Rhodesia
Jamboree. April 1947

Gilwell Camp Chief J. S. Wilson conducted two
Wood Badge courses at Schiff Scout Reservation, Mendham, N.J., in the summer of 1936.
He was assisted by Dick Frost. Bill Hillcourt
served a s troop leader (SPL). The first American
Wood Badge Course under BSA leadership was
conducted at Schiff Scout Reservation, July
31-August 8, 1948 with Bill Hillcourt as Deputy
Camp Chief. Also on staff were, Jos Thomas,
SPL;William C. Wessel, Scribe; Frank W.
Braden and William E. Lawrence as special
instructors: and, Marshall Spaan a s QM. Thirty
men were invited to attend at the special invitation of the Chief Scout Executive. The second
course was held in October 1948 a t Philmont
Scout Ranch. Six courses were scheduled in
1949. Nine courses were scheduled for 1950.
The basis of the instruction for the first 10
years was to train men to serve a s Council
Scout Trainers.

What Is Woad Badge?
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Wish we had a penny for every time this question was asked . , . If we were
to take the next two hours and use a million words it would be impossible
to relate the entire program and spirit of Wood Badge to you. When considering this adventure, first look around and observe the Scouters who
already wear the tan neckerchief and two wooden beads. Are they people
you look up to? Do they exemplify the true Scouting spirit? Ask them
about the program. However, be prepared to listen for the next several
minutes of the many good times and great Scouting adventures they experienced. Finally, ask them that very important question, "Would you like
to return?" If you receive even one "no" out of a thousand this indeed
would be a poor average.
What creates this feeline Well, it could be many things but there are two
very important elements of this program that play major roles: (1)a catchy
little tune titled "The Gilwell Song," which doesn't quite make sense at
first, but following your return home you will find yourself humming and
whistling this tune night and day-wishing with a deep hurt in your heart
to be back a t Wood Badge to sing it-just once more, and (2) the way in
which you camp-yes. my friend, you can say you have already experienced the patrol method, but you really haven't felt a true close feeling
until you have lived among Wood Badge buddies. You will see firsthand
how Baden-Powell's patrol method really works.
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Now, you might say we have rambled on and really haven't told you anything specific, but, you see, no one can. You must walk down this trail
yourself and if you have a sincere desire that starts deep down in your
heart, I would say, my friend, you might be Wood Badge material. Now it's
up to you.
Paul E. Baudouin
Reprinted by permission
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Tivo tiny wooden beads on a leather thong. Doesn't sound like an outstanding badge and mark of distinction, but it is known and respected a s
such around the globe. It is symbolic of the efforts and interest of one
man in behalf of others that created and launched the greatest movement
for boys the world has ever known.
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It is the mark of people who have demonstrated that they are of good
character and are devoted to a cause; those who strive for perfection well
knowing that even the best is not enough; those who hold the welfare of
others before themselves; Scouters who live up to all that name implies. It
is awarded to a Scouter on the basis of what he thinks and is, more than
on what he knows. He must demonstrate that he has "know-how"
too.
----Good intentions count for little until by the application of ability and
determination they produce results that count. People striving for perfection in themselves that they might train others better-to this end exists
Wood Badge.
-~
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It is doubtful the thought ever entered the mind of Robert Baden-Powell
that his efforts on Brownsea Island would grow to influence the youth of
the world and that in the days ahead thousands upon thousands of people
would carry his efforts forward to an ever-increasing number of boys.
Who knows but that this effort, this crusade, may flourish to a point when
two tiny wooden beads on a leather thong become the symbol of a succeeding effort to bring about a world brotherhood of man under a Fatherhood of God. TU that end may Wood Badge serve so that this crusade
never falters or fails. %o tiny wooden beads on a leather thong. They
could symbolize the hope of the world. It's up to you.
H. G.-E.W.B. 23-U.S.A.
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MY PERSONAL
WOOD BADGE HISTORY

Name

Course Number

Course Date

LocationlHost Council
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Certificate Number

Date

Date Beads Awarded

Who hath smelt wood-smoke at twilight? Who hath heard the birch-log burning? Who
is quick to read the noises of the night? Let him follow with the others, for the young
men's feet are turning to the camps of proved desire and known delight!

(Rudyard Kipling)
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Day 1

Day 2

Day 7

Precourse and Postcouree Wood Badge Memories

M y Wood Badge Course Final Roster

M y Wood Badge N o t e s

M y Wood Badge N o t e s

Notice t o ail Wood Badgers
This Wood Badge history is an attempt to capture the basic facts and spirit of Wood
Badge in the United States since its beginning. Unfortunately. there are many gaps
in this story and there was not room in this edition to try to fill them, even if all the
inlormation had been available. For future editions. however, we would like to improve
on this and expand it, if we can. Therefore. Ute would like to have additional suggestions and data from any of you who would like to contribute. We would like to have
a complete listing of all courses ever held in the U.S.. if possible. If you would like to
help, please send in a copy of the roster of your course and any others you know about.
Any additional information or anecdotes of Wood Badge, unique experiences or staff
activities, etc., are also welcome.
Send any contributions that you have to:

Boy Scout Division, 5209
Boy Scouts of America
1325 Walnut Hi11 Lane
P.O. Box 152079
Irving, TX 75015-2079

Scanned 2008 by Connecticut Yankee Council; BSA
(Jay Lubin; Council Wood Badge Committee Chair)
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VOILAII-The completed platform
holds all of the leaders for a group
shot, a test of Its builders' faith In the
structure's sturdiness.

A TOWER TO THE SKY
Wenty-eight Boy Scout leaders from Maui,
MoIokai, and Lanai, Hawaii, teamed up in 1984
to build what might be called a "Baden-Powell
platform" on the grounds of Camp Maluhia.
Using bamboo poles, manila rope, and twine,
the men built a 15-footobservation tower along
the lines of those used during the South African War (1899-1902) by Scouting founder
Baden-Powell, then a British infantry officer.
While Baden-Powell used his platforms to
"look for Boers" (South African nationaiists).
those using the Camp Maluhia platform were
able to look for boars.
Built in four sections, the bamboo tower was
erected at the rnakai end of a grassy slope and
commands a panoramic view of Haleakala,
Kahakuloa. and points between.
The special Wood Badge course was taught
by five Scouting specialists from northern California who work as a training team throughout
the west. Their goal is to give local leaders a
thorough grounding in Scouting skills and
leadership psychology.

Monday's project was a test of teamwork and
blueprint reading. The troop leaders formed
four patrols-Eagle, Beaver, Bobwhite. and
Fox-and each assembled a different part of
the tower.
The work started at 2 p.m. and was completed on schedule 2 hours later. The various
sections-a "drawbridge," two platforms and
the central tower-were moved into place. and
one brave volunteer ascended the framework to
see if it would hold human weight.
It held, and a cheer went up. After posing for
photos. the Scout leaders moved on to other
things.
The program for the week included ropework
construction, map and compass reading. lcadership skills, cooking, camp set-up, and "adventure trail" obstacle course and other problemsolving situations.
The California training team was led by John
Montgomery and Don Gibson.
From a story in the Maui News by Tom
Stevens. July 13, 1984.

